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Marketing is the main pillar of todayâ€™s trade. In previous times, agents and travelling hawkers played
an important role in marketing. Later, came the time of news papers, radios and televisions. But
now, social media and marketing move around internet and mobile.  Blogs, twitter, u-tube and
Facebook are popular tools of Social Media and Public Relations. It is very simple to understand
importance of public relations for the business community. Only those businesses grow well who
have best relation with the public.

Capitalist economy has the quality that every business has to face the market of perfect
competition. In this fully competitive market only those people will get the huge share that will be
able to create the best public relation and for this purpose now social media is here to help you.
There was the era when an attractive advertisement brought huge profits but now itâ€™s a dream if your
product is without mentioned qualities but the fact lies behind it that social media plays a vital role in
increasing as well as improving your relation with the public that ultimately gives you the great
number of buyers. It is a hard time for business as marketing has become a competitive task. Now
people can easily compare all related items available in the market.

No one can deny the increasing effects of social media upon public. With this increasing interaction
of public and social media all the marketing strategies moved toward current social media. If you
want to get more traffic for your business then you must have strong relations with social media. If
you are not able to touch the social media effectively then no need to worry because many online
professionals are available for your service. You just have to ask them and they have the quality to
make your presence possible on every social media site.

Social media consists of different strategies and concepts. In marketing different strategies of social
media are used according to the type of product and consumer. For some products consumers want
to be communicated directly and they want a link as some times twitter messages fill the
requirement and for some product videos become essential and their use is effective for team work.
In successful marketing interaction between consumers and products is increased via sharing
product updates and benefits with consumers here again social media can be effective

Marketing and social media has opened new doors of employment for many people but here again
is the matter of care as during driving increasing speed requires more carefulness same attitude is
required in this speedy information moving social media. There are a lot of benefits of Social media
and public relations  like extensive choices for your business growth. Here extensive choices mean
that when you will be visible on social media you will become the part of global village and hence
you will attract a lot of traffic. Moreover it is a userâ€™s friendly way of marketing that gives you splendid
benefits. It provides a lot of amenities like mentioning, networking, connecting, sharing, and writing.
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